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A Medical Device Maker Turns Budget Cuts into
Better Sales Training Using Learning and
Enablement Technology
We don’t normally think of budget cuts and belt-tightening as good things. Less
may be more in fields like architecture and design, but in sales training, less money
translates into fewer services and smaller (overworked) staffs.

But when the sales training team at Lifescan was facing budget cuts, they decided
to respond differently. Instead of scaling back, they moved forward.

By adopting Allego, Lifescan was able to dramatically improve the company’s sales
enablement program with fewer resources—to achieve the fabled goal of “doing
more with less.”

Additional Challenges
“We used to be able to fly in our sales reps and have meetings three times a year,”
said a sales training director for the company, which specializes in blood glucose
monitoring. “Because of the budget cuts, we were forced to spend more wisely, to
do more things and give more responsibility to local managers and higher-
performing sales reps to mentor each other.”

Making the situation even more challenging was the fact that some reps worked in
the field while others worked in telesales; some were part-timers, and some were
less knowledgeable about the diabetes marketplace than others.

“You know how hard it is to reach and teach full-time representatives, but imagine
a rep who’s working 20 hours a week. You get them on a call or a Webex for an
hour, and that’s an hour away from customers. Not only did they have a huge
learning curve, but they also had a lot of limitations. It was really tough to deliver
the kind of training we needed to close the learning gap.”

On top of this, Lifescan had recently been sold by its parent, which produced a fair
amount of anxiety within the sales force.

Traditional Learning Would No Longer Suffice
Given all these challenges, Lifescan’s leadership decided that traditional learning
would no longer suffice. So they turned to Allego for a number of reasons.
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First, they wanted a learning system that allowed reps to learn in “small chunks” that
were easier to process.

Second, they wanted reps to be able to practice their role-playing in private so they
could self-critique before deciding when to share the exercises with a manager.

Third, they wanted to enlist top salespeople and other subject matter experts to
create new learning content. And finally, they needed a system that allowed training
staff to monitor everyone’s (managers’ and reps’) adherence to the programs.

‘What Are We Supposed to Do with It?’
Before rolling out Allego companywide, Lifescan’s sales training team tested the app
with the marketing department, encouraging them to shoot “YouTube-style” training
videos. As a result, “we learned that these mini-bursts of learning were perfect for
us.” Quickly creating and sharing one 5-minute video—on a topic never before
covered—helped demonstrate exactly “what Allego was and what it could do.”

From there, the team helped managers learn how to use Allego—and after one
manager asked “What are we supposed to do with it?” they also focused on why and
how best they should use the platform.

“The first thing we told them is, ‘You need to be a user of Allego yourself. Reps take
cues from their leaders. If you value Allego, your representatives will value Allego, so
do the exercises.’

“We also spent a lot of time talking about giving reps the right kind of feedback. Any
rep that records themselves on video is putting themselves in a place of vulnerability.
So we asked the managers to give meaningful feedback, and to really gear towards
the positive, so that each user’s initial experience was a positive one.”

Managers became acclimated to the learning and enablement platform so that when
reps submitted videos they were able to provide those reps with substantive
feedback and truly change behaviors. Managers found that using the tool to provide
coaching remotely drove a marked increase in the number of one-to-one coaching
sessions they could conduct with each rep. In short order, managers became more
confident in their understanding of competency levels throughout their team, and
were able to target their ongoing coaching efforts more accurately.

Interactive, Self-Guided and Streamlined
After training the sales managers in how to use Allego’s technology, Lifescan’s sales
training team was now ready for “a behemoth task” – reinventing the new-hire
onboarding program.

Once upon a time, the team thought the existing program was “awesome.” But after
growing accustomed to the look and capabilities of modern learning technology,
Lifescan decided the old program was awesome for a different era. “It was color-
coded, 13 pages, tables everywhere, links to numerous sites,” said the sales training
director. “It was cumbersome, labor-intensive and downright injurious to the eyes.
And we expected people to use this? This is your welcome to our company?”

By comparison, the new program is an interactive, self-guided, and more practice-
oriented learning and enablement in the flow of work approach to training – one that
became an instant hit among the sales reps due to the prevalence of rep-generated
video content residing in the system for other reps to access and learn from.
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One contract salesperson told the team, “I watched those Allego videos over and over
again, and I really felt like I could get out there and sell based on what you showed us.”
Since implementing the new sales onboarding program, Lifescan’s training team has been
able to get reps into the field with much more speed and agility.

New Product Launches
By combining formal and informal learning approaches, as well as role-playing and pre-
work, new product launch meetings are more productive, and reps now enter the field
with more confidence in their ability to sell.

Gone are the days of binders and handouts at launch meetings. Today, SMEs build
PowerPoint presentations that they embed into Allego mobile videos so reps can brush
up on the go. From there, managers are able to solicit their team to record their own
version of the presentation within the app on their mobile device and share it for in-video
feedback.

At a recent launch meeting, “we also did a lot of role playing,” said the training director.
“In the past, reps said that role-plays could be avoided or not taken as seriously when
done live during group workshops. Allego added a much-needed layer of accountability,
ensuring that each rep stepped up to the plate and showed their manager what they’d
been practicing by recording it on video.”

Best Practices Videos 
Today, Lifescan’s reps also benefit from the ability to watch and share videos of best 
practices on the Allego Best Practices channel. Some videos consist of reps sitting in their 
cars after sales calls to share with the team a particular talk track that worked well. In 
others, salespeople record videos of customers discussing what they like about new 
products. 

“This channel reflects best possible use of Allego to carry learning forward after a 
meeting, and also to connect a team spread across a large geography in meaningful ways. 
Sharing successes through video sharing has provided our reps with a real-time 
experience that nothing else could offer them before.” 

In addition to best sales practices, Lifescan’s sales training team uses Allego to share best 
coaching practices. Thanks to their newfound ability to remotely observe managers’ 
coaching and feedback sessions by using the app, the team is committed to continuously 
improving managers’ coaching skills by sharing examples of what “good coaching looks 
like.” 
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About Allego
Allego’s sales enablement platform elevates team performance by combining learning,
content, and collaboration into one app, designed for the flow of work. With Allego,
teams onboard faster, confidently deliver the right messaging and collateral, rapidly
adopt best practices, coach and practice more frequently, and collaborate more
effectively.


